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The Office Assistant was an intelligent user interface for Microsoft Office that assisted users by way of an interactive
animated character, which interfaced with the Office help content. The default assistant in the English Windows version
was named Clippit (commonly nicknamed Clippy), after a paperclip. The character was.

Bill Gates on stage with ClippySource:Supplied The engineers basically decided to disregard the focus group
feedback and shipped Clippy as he was. For many years, says the documentary, air bags in cars were designed
for men , because they were made to the specifications of all-male engineering teams. Coppy is an
anthropomorphized photocopier that behaved in similar ways to Clippit, asking the user if they want help. The
software shipped with 10 male assistants and two female assistants, she adds. The dancing character Boo
Who? In a music video was released for the song "Ghost" by Delta Heavy in which the abandoned Clippit is
stuck between the software of the mid-nineties but then travels to the contemporary web and regains his place
by hacking himself into any digital system. It was an immediate hit for the fledging Fox network and led to a
number of merchandising deals. This, Krumnow felt, was an unnecessary bit of subversion in a place of
learning. Other schools forced kids to turn the shirts inside-out. Upon execution, the paper clip said, "I'm
melting, I'm melting" and then disappeared. We'll never forget you Clippy pic. Smithsonian Magazine called
Clippit "one of the worst software design blunders in the annals of computing". The apparel ban was a result
of the success of The Simpsons, which had premiered months earlier on December 17, and featured a
dysfunctional nuclear family consisting of Homer and Marge Simpson and their children, Bart, Lisa, and
Maggie. Thirteen years after its original release, TIME declared Clippy one of the 50 worst inventions of all
time. January After featuring Clippit's tomb in a movie to promote Office , [34] the character was relaunched
as the main character of the game Ribbon Hero 2 , which is an interactive tutorial released by Microsoft in 
Clippit, hidden. At Brookwood Junior High in Glenwood, Illinois, teachers ordered students wearing the shirts
to call their parents and have them bring a change of clothing. Compatibility[ edit ] The Microsoft Agent
components it required were not included in Windows 7 or later; however, they can be downloaded from the
Microsoft website. Encyclopedia Dramatica Urban Dictionary Wikipedia About Clippit, better known as
Clippy, is the default animated character in the English Windows version of Microsoft Office Assistant, an
interactive user's guide that came pre-installed with Microsoft Office bundles from  With Clippy, thankfully,
the consequences were less grave. He stopped users to ask them if they needed help with basic tasks, like
writing a letter or making a spreadsheet. Origin Clippy, a paperclip with googly eyes and expressive eyebrows,
was designed by Kevan J. But unlike many of those students, Bart refused to censor himself, wielding a sharp
tongue to match his spiky hair. Microsoft's internal codename TFC had a derogatory origin: Steven Sinofsky
[10] states that "C" stood for "clown", while allowing his readers to guess what "TF" might stand for. An
estimated 15 million Bart shirts were sold in alone, and there was no mystery as to why the character appealed
to kids: He loved skateboarding. He was a puppet who only knew one script and kept repeating it, at you,
throughout the workday. Clippit would then appear on the ribbon. For instance, typing an address followed by
"Dear" would cause Clippy to pop up with and a variety of pre-determined messages, including "Hey! It's not
fair. As a result it turned out to be one of the most unpopular features ever introduced, especially among
female users. Coppy would engage the reader in a series of pointless questions, with a dialogue box written in
Comic Sans MS , deliberately designed to be extremely annoying. The description mentions "working for a
short while for a Redmond, WA based software company, where he continued to work until being retired in ".
Microsoft Agent-based characters have richer forms and colors, and are not enclosed within a boxed window.
In " Search Committee ," the seventh season finale of The Office aired in May , Darryl calls Microsoft and
asks whether they still have Clippy while trying to build a resume. You probably either loved or hated him.
While The Simpsons has gone on to broadcast another 30 seasons of television and counting , observers who
considered the shirts to be fads were correct. They cited concerns that other students might find the words
objectionable or offensive and believed Bart's rogue attitude was incompatible with a respectful environment.
Any press is good press. He was refined three years later, in Microsoft Office  And he finally departed this
digital veil in , when Microsoft Office dismissed him all together. Bart was simply playing the hand he had
been dealt. He learns French in the process. Curiously, one of these "Clippy Faces Facts" uses the same
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punchline as one of the User Friendly comic strips. At Wells High School in Chicago, principal David
Peterson dismissed the idea the shirts had any kind of negative influence.


